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MetaTrader 5 Anti-Scalping Plugin 

Introduction 

The Anti-Scalping plugin is intended to employ an anti-scalping policy on a particular group of 
traders as to prevent them from closing orders within a specific time after opening. This plugin will 
prevent traders from using expert advisors to make frequent trades within a small time frame. 

Plugin Installation 

To install the plugin, the MetaTrader 5 Main Server program has to be stopped temporary before 
copying the AntiScalping.dll file into the “MetaTrader 5 Platform/MainTrade/plugins” in the server 
root directory.  

1. To stop the server, click on Start/Administrative Tools/Services. 
2. Under the Services window, look for MetaTrader 5 Main Trade Server and click it. 
3. On the General tab, under Service status, click on the “Stop” button and wait for the 

MetaTrader server to stop. 
4. Transfer/Copy the AntiScalping.dll file into the server root directory “plugin” folder. 
5. Go back to Services window, click “Start” button to start the MetaTrader 5 Main Trade 

Server. 

 

Plugin Configuration 

 

After installation of plugin, it is necessary to configure its settings. 
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Parameter Description 

Symbols List of symbols to be processed by the plugin. The symbols can be listed using 
templates. For example, USD*- all symbols starting with USD; !SILVER,!GOLD,* - 
all symbols except for gold and silver. 

Groups Groups processed by the plugin. The groups can be listed using templates. For 
example, demo* - all demo groups, !real,* - all groups except for the real ones, 
demoforex-usd, demoforex-jpy - only groups named demoforex-usd and 
demoforex-jpy, respectively. 

Delay The amount of time limit in seconds which the plugin will delay a trade on the 
preset symbols & groups.  

 

After configuration of the plugin, the MetaTrader 5 program has to be restarted for the new 
configuration to take effect. To restart, look to the top left of the MetaTrader 5 Administrator 
program once you have found it, please highlight the Main Server under “Network” in the left-hand 
side Tab then click on Restart Server, or right click the server and restart it.. 
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